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Welcome

Paul Tanney, Chief Executive (above) and Alan
Tolhurst, Chair of the Board (right)

Welcome to our St Leger Homes Annual Review for
2016/17. As an award-winning not-for-profit company,
managing around 20,500 council homes for
Doncaster Council, our main commitment is always
to our tenants.

This Annual Review tells you a little of what we’ve
achieved but also inspires you to think about how
we can work together to make things even better
in the future. If you have any questions or want to
know more, do get in touch.

We are pleased that our performance has continued
to improve over the last 12 months in a variety of
different areas – alongside winning a number of
awards and accreditations.

Paul Tanney, Chief Executive

Our aim is to provide quality services to our tenants
in a value for money way, and it is great news that
overall satisfaction in our services has increased to
91 per cent amongst our tenants.
We want to offer quality homes to our customers
and do everything we can to help people sustain
those tenancies. There are increasing challenges
in Doncaster and across the country, particularly
with welfare reform and Universal Credit – our staff
are often at the heart of getting people in touch
with the support they need and ensuring our local
communities continue to thrive.
We continue to strengthen the services we offer
locally. It’s an exciting time to be working with
partners to ensure our services and the whole
of Doncaster is stronger and more attractive for
everyone.
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Alan Tolhurst, Chair of the Board
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Achievements 2016/17
AWARDS
Business In The Community (BITC) 2016 Responsible
Business Awards Winner
Championing An Ageing Workforce Award – for our groundbreaking work championing older people with our New Directions
scheme
Tpas Awards (North Region) Winner
Excellence In Annual Reports Award – for our online and print
Annual Review designed in partnership with tenants
Housing Heroes Awards Winner
Inspirational Tenant of the Year Award – posthumously awarded to
our tenant Marie Caygill
Yorkshire PA Team of the Year Awards Winner
Executive Support Team of the Year Award – for our hardworking and
dedicated Executive Support Team
Customer Service Excellence Reaccreditation
We have secured reaccreditation from the Government for our Customer
Service Excellence to tenants
Social Audit Validation
For the second year, we published our Social Audit accounts, after
a rigorous independent validation process, highlighting some of the
valuable work undertaken by the business.
We were also shortlisted for a further eight awards, including for our achievements in health and
safety excellence and our Universal Credit scheme helping tenants with the impact of welfare
reforms.

✓
✓
✓

VALUE FOR MONEY
We collected £74.6m in
rent and reduced rent
arrears by nearly £107,000
to the lowest figure since
2012/13
We achieved the lowest
rent loss from empty void
properties since 2013/14, at
one per cent
The number of customers
who report they feel their
rent provides value for
money continued its yearon-year increase to 93.6
per cent

INCREASING EMPLOYMENT AND
SUPPORTING THE ECONOMY

✓

We provided 59 tenants and their families with
training and employment opportunities through
our World of Work programme

IMPROVING HEALTH AND SAFETY
We were given the highest
possible five star
Health and Safety rating from
the British Safety Council for
the sixth year running
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Welfare reform
We are dedicated to making sure tenants
have the skills and support that are key to a
successful tenancy. Ensuring people get the
right support at the right time is critical
to this.
We help support tenants to make informed
choices about their finances so they can
manage their tenancy and pay their rent. Last
year we collected £74.6 million in rent and
reduced rent arrears by nearly £107,000,
significantly higher than our £35,525 reduction
last year. The impact of welfare reform has
been increasing over the last two years and
continues to be a challenge for both us and
our tenants as changes are rolled out. The
challenges in 2016/17 included:
Universal Credit
Universal Credit (UC) was first introduced in
Doncaster in September 2015. Since then,
over 200 tenants have claimed UC, with 195
claiming at the end of March 2017.
Arrears amongst tenants claiming UC increased
by 41 per cent. The main reasons for this
were: the delay of five to seven weeks for the
first payment; tenants being paid monthly in
arrears; and lack of skills to manage money
and payments. When fully rolled out, 7,500
of our tenants could be on UC. This will put
at risk more than £23.8m of rent we receive
each year and will mean we will have to collect
that amount of additional rent from customers
instead of this coming to us direct.
In terms of average arrears, we have the third
lowest level of average arrears amongst tenants
claiming UC when compared with other similar
northern social housing landlords.
Further lowering of the benefit cap
Benefits for families have been capped at
£20,000 per year. 112 families were affected by
this cap, all of which we personally contacted
with advice and support to help them manage
the reduction in benefits.
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£23.8m

When fully rolled out
Universal Credit will affect
around 7,500 customers
and put at risk more than
£23.8m of rent payments
we receive
each year

Housing costs for
new tenancies to
be capped to
Local Housing
Allowance rates
Every tenant starting a
new tenancy this year has
been given advice and information on the
changes and examples of how they might be
financially affected.

Social Sector Size Criteria (bedroom tax)
Charges for under occupying a home affected
2,980 of our tenants at the end of the year,
compared with 3,131 in the previous year. This
change is partly due to the support we have
provided to help tenants move, in addition to
some tenants who have moved onto UC. In
2016/17, our Welfare Reform Support Fund
provided over £160,000 to help 114 people
move to smaller, more affordable homes and
gave financial support to a further 106 tenants
while they tried to downsize. We have also
helped 72 tenants and their families to remain
in their homes in situations where moving would
not be the right solution for those households.
In 2017/18 we will continue to support
tenants through further reforms including:
■ Roll out of the next phase of UC
■ Removal of automatic entitlement to housing
costs for 18-21 year olds under UC
We will continue to invest in our staff to ensure
we have the right skills and training to meet
these challenges. We are reviewing our staff
resource and procedures to ensure we are able
to provide effective support to tenants when it
is needed. We will continue to raise awareness
on budgeting and personal finances to help
people make the most of their money and help
them to avoid problematic debt. This includes
strengthening the credit rating of our tenants
through the Experian Rental Exchange project.
We will also develop new and existing
partnerships so we can keep providing a
comprehensive financial inclusion service for
our tenants.





£160,000

The amount our Welfare
Reform Support Fund gave
to help 114 people move
into more affordable
homes

£107,000

Last year we reduced
rent arrears by nearly
£107,000 and collected
£74.6 million

“I suffer from mental health
problems and I have been
struggling dealing with my
UC claim. It has not been
straightforward and it has
caused me a great deal of
stress and upset. Vicky at St
Leger Homes has helped me
to deal with this and has liaised
with the mental health team
and other agencies to support
me in dealing with my debts
and to make sure that I am
getting what I am entitled to.”

Staff donated
1,142 meals to
people through
food banks



We issued
87 food bank
vouchers which
helped 147
people in
crisis

We took in date and
non-perishable food items
left in empty properties
down to the
local food bank
Image: Glenys and Mick
Hennessey, community
champions at Thorne and
Moorends food bank

St Leger Homes Tenant
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Managing and
maintaining homes
We are proud that our performance in 2016/17
continued the improving trend we have seen in
recent years in most areas. Key highlights for
2016/17 are:

At 2.44 per cent of
annual debit,
rent arrears are the
lowest since
2012/13

We have
completed the highest
ever number of repairs
‘right first time’ at
98.2 per cent - this is an
increase from 97.85 per
cent in 2015/16

We delivered
99.5 per cent of our
scheduled repairs on
time, with just 58 out of
10,569 jobs not
completed
on time

Rent lost through
properties being empty
was 1 per cent and was
the lowest since 2013/14
- last year it was 1.4 per
cent

We serviced 100 per
cent of gas and solid fuel
heating systems in our
properties

3,811
visits undertaken
by our garden
maintenance
service
6
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Image above: Sharon Morley

“I had a really positive experience. My elderly Mum lives in a
St Leger Homes property and was having trouble with her
central heating – but she didn’t want any upheaval as she is
suffering from dementia.
"St Leger Homes were fabulous. They carried out the work in a
way that meant my Mum could get back to her own property as
quickly as possible. We really appreciate the efforts they made
to resolve the problem for us.” Sharon Morley
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Homelessness
prevention
We experienced increases in service demand
for homelessness and housing advice in
2016/17:
■ 34 per cent increase in approaches to our
service, totalling over 3,500 enquiries
■ 53 per cent increase in the use of temporary
accommodation from 85 placements to 130

who are either homeless or living in poor
quality accommodation – initially 10 bungalows
have been made available in the west area of
Doncaster.

Workforce development and process
efficiencies are key to responding to these
changes.
It is challenging to find private sector rented
accommodation for single people on Universal
Credit or single room rate housing benefit. This
is despite a significant increase in Houses in
Multiple Occupation in Doncaster, as they are
not targeted at single people.
The Homeless Reduction Act is welcomed as it
places a significant focus on prevention.
The South Yorkshire sub-region has been
successful in securing £200,000 per year over
a two-year period for a Rough Sleeper Grant
from the Department for Communities and
Local Government. This will mean additional
support for over 140 adults a year, in addition
to targeted interventions, and will help prevent
around 80 people becoming homeless.
People with complex needs experience
a combination of challenges including
homelessness, drug and alcohol addictions,
mental ill-health, poor physical health and
offending behaviour – helping address this
remains a high priority for us next year.
We continue to be a key partner of the
Homeless and Support Partnership. We have
set up a new initiative to provide homes for
ex-armed forces personnel in Doncaster
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Image: Joanne Howe,
Estates Assistant, hands
a set of keys to Steve
Bentham-Bates, Chief
Executive of the local
forces charity Help 4
Homeless
Veterans

64%

rise in applicants
where we have a statutory
duty to offer accommodation
from 141 to 231

Keeping people safe
At St Leger Homes we have a comprehensive
safeguarding approach embedded throughout
our organisation. This enables us to provide
protection and support services to our most
vulnerable and socially excluded individuals and
families.
All staff receive training to report any concerns
they have seen, heard or received from
residents or professionals whilst carrying out
their day-to-day duties. We deal with many calls
for advice and support relating to both adults
and children.
Key strategic partner
We are recognised as playing a key role as
a strategic partner in developing Doncaster’s
vision. We are a member of both the Adult &
Children Safeguarding Boards, and a range of
strategic and operational partnerships.
During 2016/17, 438 safeguarding concerns
were raised by our staff resulting in 433
referrals to partner agencies. In addition to
this 198 cases involving St Leger Homes
tenancies were referred to Multi-Agency Risk
Assessments Conference (MARAC) where
professionals share information on high risk
cases involving domestic violence and abuse.
Domestic violence
We work with partners to provide support,
make appropriate referrals, re-house where
necessary and put safety measures in place (eg
property adaptations and personal alarms).
Financial abuse
We support tenants to manage their money,
avoid debt, sustain their tenancies and act on
any reports of potential financial abuse.
Supporting vulnerable families
We work with partners to provide support to
children and parents/carers who are vulnerable
or struggling to cope. Examples include
referring tenants to the Early Help Hub for
support and activities for their children, or to
the Women’s Centre for parenting classes. We
also supported vulnerable families on how to
manage their homes. We also have strong links

438

concerns raised in
2016/17 resulting in
433 referrals to
partner agencies

to the Council’s Stronger Families programme
and work closely with those families who are
assessed as needing more support.
Safeguarding children
We see the safeguarding of children in our
tenancies as vital to our service delivery. Our
staff are all well trained to identify abuse,
neglect and exploitation as well as lower level
support needs such as parenting support and
advice.
We also relocate families due to safeguarding
concerns and work with appropriate agencies
to support them (eg police, social services,
domestic violence services, Riverside and
voluntary organisations). An example of this
is where we relocated a family to be nearer
additional family support when their child was
contemplating suicide because the abuser was
due for parole. We also worked with partners to
ensure they received specialist support from a
range of agencies, and their school.
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Putting customers at the
heart of our work

We put our customers at the heart of everything
that we do. Every year we carry out an
independent satisfaction survey with 1,000
customers known as the STAR Survey (Survey
of Tenants and Residents). This enables us to
hear the views of tenants and measure their
satisfaction with the services we provide.
We are really pleased with the feedback from
the 2017 survey as our satisfaction scores
remain very strong across all areas of the
survey and are much better than the national
average for similar organisations.

Our aim is always to keep improving, in
particular in those areas which are most
important to tenants. Tenants’ satisfaction
with the neighbourhood as a place to live has
decreased from 93.2 per cent in 2013 to 89.9
per cent. Tenants have told us this is mainly due
to crime, litter and dog fouling. We are working
with Doncaster Council and South Yorkshire
Police on initiatives and services to improve
this. Tenants’ satisfaction that their rent provides
value for money has risen steadily from 85.8
per cent in 2013 to 93.6 per cent. Our rents are
the lowest in South Yorkshire.
Over half of all tenants (54.9 per cent)
mentioned ‘repairs and maintenance’ as a
priority service, making this by far the most
mentioned service. We have invested £18.1m
for improvements works which includes internal
works to kitchens and bathrooms, and electrical
and central heating upgrades.The next mostmentioned priority services were ‘the overall
quality of your home’ (26.1 per cent), and
‘dealing with anti-social behaviour’ (19.7 per
cent).
Half (50.1 per cent) of all tenants surveyed were
of the view that none of the issues identified
in the questionnaire were problems in their
neighbourhood (a significant increase of 4.6
per cent compared to 2016). Of the problems
identified, the top two reasons were ‘rubbish or
10

litter’ (22.4 per cent), ‘drug use or dealing’ (15.1
per cent).
We actively engage our customers in the design
and delivery of our services. The numerous
ways tenants support us and shape what we
do include Board membership, our Tenant and
Resident Involvement Panel (TRIP), Young
Person’s Engagement Panel, mystery shopping,
reality checking of properties to ensure they are
to standard, focus groups and consultations.
TRIP led by tenants completed a review of our
tenant training programme. The panel also
commenced a new review to explore how to
increase the recycling of waste goods removed
from empty homes.
Tenant Training
In 2016/17, we ran a range of training which
had 1,167 participants (including drop-in
sessions). Courses included Learn My Way
(helping our customers to get online), food
safety, healthy relationships, assertiveness and
confidence building, and dementia awareness.
One learner of our online training programme
is 90 years of age. We also work with partners
to promote a range of training opportunities,
delivered across the borough.

93.6%
Satisfied rent
provides
value for money

89.4%
Satisfied with
repairs and
maintenance

91%
Overall
satisfaction

Young people
We engaged with 230 young people
to develop a series of young person’s
engagement commitments to inform our work
over the next five years. This includes the
development of a training programme to help
young people to sustain their tenancies.
We have also continued to deliver our
schools project to improve life skills to young
people, including how to manage a home and
personal budgets.
Our Young Person’s Engagement Board
helps us to engage with young people across
the borough, and gain their views. To support
young people to reach their potential, we
awarded nearly £4,000 in 18 small grants
though our Positive Activities Group Funding
programme for young people and adults.
All the grant applications met criteria
designed to reduce isolation and anti-social
behaviour, promote youth engagement,
community cohesion and support deprived
families across the borough.
Young and older tenants and residents of
all ages also worked with us to design our
annual review. This was distributed via the
medium of film, social media and traditional
print to meet customer need. As a result, we
recently received an Excellence in Annual
Reports Award for the Northern Region from
tenant engagement experts Tpas.

92.7%
Satisfied with
quality of your
home

89.9%
Satisfied with
neighbourhood as
place to
live

85.8%
Satisfied we
listen to views and
act upon them

Image: Craig
and Jess,
Young Person’s
Engagement
Board members

Hard to reach groups
There are diverse groups within Doncaster,
many of which reside in our communities
or within our properties. We carried out
substantial engagement to find out how to best
engage and support them. To do this, we visited
numerous community groups including Black
and Minority Ethnic (BME), partially sighted,
and Lesbian Gay Bisexual and Transgender
(LGBT) groups.
This research will inform an action plan to
further build on engagement with hard to reach
groups across the borough.

“I wanted to give back for all the
help and support I have had from
everybody, to develop myself as a
person and my skills. To meet new
people, get out of the house and
improve my mental health.”
Gemma Lowe, Young Person’s
Engagement Board
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Encouraging employment
World of Work helps to improve the
skills and confidence of our tenants
and their families, providing a variety of
employment and training opportunities.
In 2016/17, 59 people joined the World of
Work Academy and 28 of those went on
to secure some form of employment.
We have been involved in the Doncaster
Education Skills Commission and
attended ten careers fairs across the
borough giving advice to people who are
unemployed, particularly young people.
We have attended seven apprenticeship
fairs at several schools, given talks
to school leavers and attended the
Doncaster Business Showcase.
We have delivered employability skills
training at eight secondary schools
across Doncaster, allowing young people
a snap-shot of what is needed to gain
employment locally. We have held ‘have
a go’ sessions for young people to turn
their hands to and get them involved in
some of the work we do here at St Leger
Homes.
We have taken on seven new apprentices
this year, taking the total in our business
to 24 (21 in craft, two in modern
apprenticeships and one in an adult
apprenticeship). The seven apprentices
who completed their apprenticeships with
us in 2016, all gained a full time contract.

“The scheme run by St Leger Homes
gives me a lot of pride – especially
when you finish a job and realise
someone is going to move into that
house and make it a home. You know
that you are doing something positive.
World of Work has helped open up
my finances and we’ve been able to
live properly as a family.”
12
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World of Work Trainee
Mark Redgrift

Business diversification
St Leger Lettings
Our work to meet the demand for affordable
private rented properties in Doncaster has
continued to grow. St Leger Lettings, our social
lettings agency, now manages 100 private
landlord properties which generated income of
nearly £50,000 in 2016/17.
In addition to the full management service, we
now offer stand-alone services for landlords
which include advertising their properties,
finding tenants, and completing inventory
checks when the property is vacant.
Using some of the biggest national lettings
websites enables us to reach even more
potential landlords and tenants, and raises the
profile of St Leger Lettings in the private rented
sector.
In January 2017, we collaborated with The
Refugee Council and Doncaster Council in a
project to resettle several families of Syrian
refugees.

“I have found that St Leger Lettings
always deal with any queries or
issues that I as a landlord, or my
tenant, have quickly and efficiently
and without any stress or pressure
on me. This is what I want from a
letting agent.” A Landlord using our St Leger
Lettings management scheme

Gas Servicing
We maintain over 20,500 homes for Doncaster
Council and ensure that the energy appliances
are well maintained and in good working order.
We pride ourselves on offering a first class
service that keeps tenants and their families
warm and safe throughout the year. Our Gas
Servicing Team has ensured that 100 per
cent of gas appliances in our properties were
serviced in 2016/17. On request, we will install
a tenants’ cooker at a competitive price – and
continue to look at ways we can diversify the
services we provide locally.
Following excellent feedback from customers,
we expanded our Gas Servicing offer to private
homeowners, including Doncaster Council and
St Leger Homes employees. Our competitive
prices start at £55.00 + VAT. This trusted
service is available for private home owners by
ringing 01302 862862 (Option 1) from 8.00am
to 7.00pm, Monday to Friday.
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Spending
money
wisely
The challenging economic climate
means our income has not increased in
recent years. We are also not immune
to inflationary pressures on the costs of
delivering our services.
More than ever, we must make every
pound count for our tenants and we
need to manage the increasing costs by
being more efficient, making savings,
diversifying and growing. From our
tenants we charge an average weekly
rent of £70 (which is lower than in
2015/16) which amounts to £74.3m of
rental income.
In addition to this, we collect £1.3m of
income from shops and garage rents.
All this money is paid into the Council’s
Housing Revenue Account (HRA).
We also receive £1m from Doncaster
Council’s General Fund to deliver the
Housing Options service.
In 2016/17, a very challenging budget
was again set by our Board which
meant achieving better prices for our
goods and services. Our income from
management fees was £28.4m and
spent as follows:
Service area
Corporate Services
Housing Services
Property Services
(Repairs and
Maintenance)
Property Services (Asset
Management)
Housing Options Service
Total
14

£m
4.6
9.0
10.0
3.8
1.0
28.4

How we
invested
the £76.6m
income

£28.4m

£32.9m

This includes building new
homes, delivering home
improvements including
kitchens and bathrooms,and
estate improvements such as
fencing and car parking (£2.9m
increase on 2015/16)

to deliver day-to-day
housing management
and property repairs and
maintenance – this is paid to
St Leger Homes
by way of a
management fee

£15.3m

Doncaster Council used the
remaining £15.3m of the
rental income on mortgage
payments and other services
for tenants

Achieving excellence
Our services have been developed over the
years in full consultation with our tenants.
This has resulted in a Customer Charter that
includes a series of Service Standards setting
out what we aim to achieve in each area.
Service Standards aim to ensure:
■ our staff are friendly and helpful
■ our homes and neighbourhoods are safe and
secure
■ we are easy to contact and handle customer
requests promptly
■ our repairs service is timely and effective.
Our Service Standards determine the high
standard of quality services we will deliver for
our customers.
In addition, a robust budget setting process is
undertaken annually and budgets are reviewed
each month.
Achieving excellence
We also ensure our services are of the highest
standard. Performance targets and measures
have been developed over the years in line with
our Customer Charter and in full consultation
with tenants.
We have a Business Excellence Team
responsible for measuring performance targets
each month to ensure we can identify any areas
of concern at the earliest opportunity. They also
ensure employees have access to the right
training and development opportunities.
Value for money
Achieving value for money is not about
buying the cheapest goods and services. It
is about getting the most for your money. To
evidence this, we compared both the cost
and performance of our services with similar
organisations around the country. In most
service areas, we compared very favourably,
delivering high performing services for the same
or less cost. We also validate our performance
with a number of employee and customer
surveys.

£1m

We made cost and efficiency
savings in excess of £1million
through robust procurement,
effective contract management
and sourcing external funding
towards key projects

26

Our Executive Management
Team contributed to 26 strategic
partnership forums which focus
on providing the best service and
value for money for the residents
of Doncaster

60%

60 per cent of our expenditure
on goods, services and suppliers
was within the Doncaster
region and 89 per cent was
within the Yorkshire and
Humber region
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St Leger Homes of Doncaster puts customers at the heart of our work and we actively respond to
their feedback. This ensures we continue to deliver responsive services, tailored to the needs of
our customers, as well as delivering excellence.

You said…

A tenant who works night shifts had their sleep
disturbed by workers arriving at the property
unannounced to erect scaffolding. The tenant
was upset they were not contacted beforehand
to arrange a suitable time.

We did…

You said…

CCTV use needs its own policy.

We did…

We reviewed the tenancy agreement in 2016/17
and provided clarity on the personal use of
CCTV by tenants.

We now visit tenants to ensure any issues are
picked up before work begins

You said…

You said…

We received two complaints about communal
stairs in flats not being cleaned on a regular
basis and rubbish being left there.

We received some requests from tenants to
provide guidance on carrying out their own
works by setting out what is expected of
competent workmanship.

We did…

We reviewed the cleaning rota in consultation
with the Tenant's Association, and in the longer
term are looking to provide an improved seven
day per week service.

We did…

We have put in the general guidance advice on
what to look for from a contractor and also set
out basic advice for tenants undertaking their
own work.

You said…

Putting in a shed is always considered a
‘minor improvement’ – could the size of it be
taken into account?

We did…

We now consider the size of a shed/structure
when a tenant requests permission – large ones
are now treated as a ‘major improvement’
with more regulation.
This reduces the possible
impact on neighbours.
Get the
My SLHD
app
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St Leger Homes
St Leger Court
White Rose Way
Doncaster
DN4 5ND

www.stlegerhomes.co.uk

Do you require this publication in an alternative format, such as large
print or audio? If so, please contact us on 01302 862862.

